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Remote Participation Instructions

Step 1. Join Audio. Call the Teleconference Line (530) 212-8376; Conference Code: 142001 

Step 2. Launch Visual. Join the Zoom webinar to view the presentations: 
https://cbuilding.zoom.us/j/96589723961
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Getting Started:

(Note that you must call the teleconference line for audio. There will be no audio via Zoom)

 Verbal Comments: Press 5* on keypad to raise hand to comment

 Written Comments: To comment on items on agenda (please specify which agenda item), 
email Stephanie Horii (SHorii@cbi.org) 

Options for Providing Comments

Technical Difficulties? Email Stephanie Horii - SHorii@cbi.org
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Agenda and Goals 

AGENDA

 Review CSAB feedback received and identify key components to 
move forward

 Review hydrograph data for RMPs and identify potential 
refinements

 Review potential GWL SMC revised options and seek agreement 
on general approach 

35/5/2021

Purpose and Goals for the “special” workshop:
Review and discuss comments, consider options and seek agreement 
on a pathway forward for GWL SMC approach.

Special Workshop Meeting

Next Steps on Chronic Lowering 
of Groundwater Levels SMC



Reminder on Initial Approach (for reference only)
1. Significant and unreasonable Conditions Statement:

 Chronic lowering of groundwater levels is considered to be locally significant and unreasonable if it results 
in excessive financial burden or insufficient water supply to meet the needs of beneficial users in the 
Subbasin. Examples of excessive financial burden are significant and unreasonable costs for replacement of 
dry wells as well as pump lowering and additional energy costs for accessing groundwater at greater 
depths.

2. Minimum Threshold at each representative monitoring point to reflect what locally is significant and 
unreasonable: 

 Fall 2018 minimum groundwater level at each Representative Monitoring Point

3. Measurable Objective at each representative monitoring point to reflect a goal to achieve:

 Spring 2012 maximum groundwater level at each Representative Monitoring Point

4. Undesirable Results, as a combination of minimum thresholds: 

 An undesirable result occurs when more than 20% of groundwater elevations measured at Representative 
Monitoring Point wells drop below the associated minimum threshold during two consecutive years. If the 
water year type is dry or critically dry then levels below the minimum threshold are not undesirable as 
long as groundwater management allows for recovery in average or better years.

 [Note: there are 62 wells in the RMP network, so this would result in 13 wells exceeding MTs 2 years in a 
row]
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Receive feedback 
on goals and 
beneficial users

Develop initial 
approach

Apply approach to 
each RMP well 
(unique MO & MT 
at each well)

Refine MOs and 
MTs, develop URs



CSAB Feedback Received
Overview of Groundwater Level SMC Comments 
Received
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General Feedback Received
 CSAB approved these initial SMC at 3/3 meeting

 Corning Sub-basin GSA approved the Significant and Unreasonable 
Conditions Statement, but did not agree on the criteria
 Some felt the values are too protective and may not be achievable in the long-

term. Some suggested 2 approaches be used to help differentiate the 
differences in the subbasin (Sac River area, Westside).

 Tehama County Groundwater Commission did not approve any of 
the SMC
 Asked that the CSAB further review the approach. Comments related to 

additional discussion and possible refinement of the MO and MT before seeing 
if the Unreasonable Conditions statement or UR make sense.

 Public Comments:
 Need to look at additional data and realize that water levels have been dropping 

and current levels are much deeper than before the 15 yr dought, that is the 
new reality.

 Issue with domestic wells going dry.
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Additional CSAB Feedback Received 
in Writing 

 Received 5 more specific CSAB comments related to the GWL 
SMC

 Detailed comments are found in slides 35-40 as an appendix to 
this presentation 

 We are verbally summarizing the key comments received and will 
ask for any other comments or clarifications 
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What’s the Big Picture?

 In terms of high level summary of comments received, there is 
general agreement around these items:

 Current proposed MTs are too high and do not provide enough 
operational flexibility in some areas of the Subbasin

 There is still a bit of divergence around these items:

 Protection of beneficial users and what is considered “significant 
and unreasonable”

 How much lower water levels should be allowed to decline over the 
long term
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General Observations and Summary of Comments (1/2) 
 In general, lower MTs were requested by CSAB with several suggested 

approaches:
Generally, using recent minimum water levels for MTs is acceptable, but 

make sure these are lower than historical measurements and maybe 
add a small buffer to allow more flexibility in the future. 

Include enough operationl flexibility for ag wells

Suggestions to assess different approaches depending on area of 
Subbasin. 

Reduce number of RMP wells 
Check results of groundwater model simulation to see what 

groundwater levels in the future baseline may be like in RMP wells.
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General Observations and Summary of Comments (2/2) 
 Choose a UR that allows for flexible future conditions if there are localized 

areas with declining groundwater levels; proposed UR may be OK 
(depending on how MOs and MTs are set).

 Domestic well owners are concerned lowering water levels will continue to 
cause wells to go dry.

 Comments on projects and management actions:

Need to start looking at possible management actions 

Start to develop plans, including engaging USBR and state agencies in 
control of surface water allocations, to help correct and avoid 
unsustainable conditions as necessary
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Additional Information to Consider

 This Sustainability Indicator is about chronic decline of 
groundwater levels (not seasonal)

 Interannual and seasonal operational flexibility is maintained

 Remember that the SMC are based on what is “significant and 
unreasonable” (to benefial users in the basin)

 Water levels are below historical lows in many parts of the basin 

 Shallow wells that are stable, tend to draw water from nearby 
streams

 Need to consider how this SMC may affect other Sustainability 
Indicators’ SMC
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Discussion on Feedback 

CSAB:

 Did we accurately summarize your comments?

 Any additional comments or clarifications you would like to 
provide?

Public:

 Any public comments?
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Monitoring Network Data 
Review and Well Locations
Assess Potential Refinements to RMP Network 
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Initial Groundwater Level Monitoring Network Refinements
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Wells < 450 ft deep Wells > 450 ft deep



Historical 
groundwater 
levels show 
different trends in 
portions of the 
subbasin
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Recent Regional Groundwater Level Trends within Subbasin 
(2010 to 2019)
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Current Groundwater Level RMP Network
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Potential Further RMP Network Refinements During GSP 
Implementation

 There are no regulatory requirements for the RMP density (the BMPs are not enforceable, they are just recommendations)

 However, we are following main recommendations in our review of the network:

 It is best to use dedicated monitoring wells - there are currently 11 locations of DWR observation wells in the Subbasin; 1 more 
observation well was recently installed in Glenn County, and another one is planned for Tehama County 

 For data gaps, use production wells until observation wells can be installed - the observation wells will be used as the main wells, 
and data gap areas will be filled with other current CASGEM wells until the GSP update

 Well construction information is necessary for RMP wells – some wells were removed because of this missing information

 A complete reassessment of the monitoring network can be conducted during GSP implementation to account for the 
following:

 Need to make sure access agreements are in place and wells in the network are still accessible for water level measurements

 Some of the wells do not have screening interval information available and this will be a data gap to resolve during 
implementation, if these wells can be kept in the monitoring network – video logs are available through TSS.

 Need enough wells to develop groundwater elevation contour of MTs and MOs, to show that the criteria make sense from a 
hydrogeologic standpoint and also to show how the potential minimum threshold could change the direction of groundwater 
flow 

 Removing too many wells in the initial network would not allow to track general trends in important parts of the basin and it
may affect how the undesirable result is triggered; e.g. 20% of wells exceeding MT.
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Example MT 
Contour map 
(Fall 2018 min)



Questions and Discussion 

 Discussion and feedback from CSAB 

 Public comment 
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Potential GWL SMC 
Revisions
Options for consideration based on feedback 
received
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General Observations from Projected 
Baseline Model 

 Water levels simulated with current conditions and with projected 
climate change (at 2070 conditions) and without projects 

 Simulated water levels with current operations and projected 
climate change show that there would be an average water level 
decline of 10 feet [up to 20 ft in some areas]

 Less variation and water level declines simulated closer to 
Sacramento River due to surface water recharge

 Generally, water levels are projected to stabilize at a new low 
level – with current land use and water use
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Considerations for Choosing Fall 
versus Spring-based SMC
 The MT and MO options were generated using data since 2012, because 

groundwater elevations since 2012 have reached historical minimum levels due to 
drought and increased groundwater pumping and a slower than usual recovery of 
water levels. 

 Using fall or spring only data helps analyze groundwater elevation trends without 
the noise from seasonal water level variation and seasonal pumping effects in wells.

 Spring Levels:

 March and April usually have the highest seasonal groundwater elevations in the Subbasin 
because the groundwater aquifer is recharged seasonally by winter and spring precipitation.

 This allows to assess if the aquifer gets replenished by winter storms and after seasonal 
pumping stops, but does not allow to assess short-term seasonal impacts due to irrigation 
pumping.

 Fall Levels:

 Groundwater elevations are typically lower from late spring through early fall because of 
seasonally dry conditions and groundwater pumping during the irrigation season. 

 This allows to review the lowest levels in the Subbasin compared to objectives to not lower 
water levels below a certain low point and keep them closer to the MO set post irrigation 
season.

 Fall levels are reviewed for the potential SMC options.
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Potential Revised SMC Options to Consider 

 Focus on Fall water level measurements only, with the following SMC:
 Measurable Objective:

 MO: highest Fall groundwater level since 2012
 Minimum Threshold (using only Fall data):

MT (option 1): lowest Fall groundwater level since 2012 minus 5-ft buffer
MT (option 2): lowest Fall groundwater level since 2012 minus 15-ft buffer
MT (option 3): lowest Fall water elevation since 2012 minus 25-foot buffer 
MT (option 4): lowest Fall water elevation since 2012 minus 15% of minimum water 

level depth
MT (option 5): lowest Fall water elevation since 2012 minus 30% of minimum water 

level depth 

 Keep UR as: “20% of groundwater elevations measured at RMP wells drop below 
the associated minimum threshold during two consecutive years.” 
 [Note: with 54 wells in the RMP network, this would result in 11 wells exceeding MTs 2 

years in a row, in the same well]
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Fall Data SMC
Review example SMC options for consideration
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Example Fall MO and MT Options for Areas near Streams
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Example Fall MO and MT Options for Areas East of I-5

5/5/2021
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Example Fall MO and MT Options for Areas West of I-5

5/5/2021
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Potential Risks for each of the Options
 In the GSP, need to describe rationale behind each of the criteria

 Needs to be based on:

 Historical data

 Current and projected subbasin conditions

 Beneficial users 

 Levels that are considered significant and unreasonable 

 Deeper MTs by the Sacramento River:

 Will affect streamflow depletion and surface water beneficial users

 Does not make sense to have very deep MTs, as the water levels are generally maintained by streamflows

 Deeper MTs in the western area:

 Probably need some operational flexibility to withstand longer droughts (model shows around 15 ft decline)

 However, domestic beneficial users are being affected; need mitigation measures 

 Additional pumping in Corning Subbasin could affect water levels in the Red Bluff Subbasin (interbasin flow towards Corning 
Subbasin)

 Declining water levels in the center of the basin can affect flows to streams (less recharge to stream)

 Also, the deeper water levels could create upwelling of deeper connate water (high salinity water) closer to the Coastal Range 

 Need to protect area that has seen subsidence near Black Butte Lake on Stony Creek
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Subbasin has a few areas with groundwater concerns 
or protection needs
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Shallow water levels, 
interconnected 
surface water

Subsidence

GW level 
declines, 
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Some water 
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SW



Feedback on Proposed Revised SMC

CSAB:

 Clarifying questions and 
discussion

Public:

 Any public comments?

315/5/2021

Minimum Threshold:
• MT (option 1): lowest Fall groundwater level since 2012 minus 5-ft buffer

• MT (option 2): lowest Fall groundwater level since 2012 minus 15-ft buffer

• MT (option 3): lowest Fall water elevation since 2012 minus 25-foot buffer 
• MT (option 4): lowest Fall water elevation since 2012 minus 15% of 

minimum water level depth

• MT (option 5): lowest Fall water elevation since 2012 minus 30% of 
minimum water level depth 

Measurable Objective:
• Highest Fall groundwater level since 2012

Undesirable Results:
“20% of groundwater elevations measured at RMP wells drop below the 
associated minimum threshold during two consecutive years.” 



Next Steps

 Writeup the entire SMC Section of the GSP to show how all the 
different SMC interrelate

 Will be available for CSAB and public review by late May, along with 
Monitoring Network Section

 At June or July CSAB meeting, review all 5 SMC and make 
recommendations to GSA Boards
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Presentation Appendix
Supporting Information Providing Specific CSAB 
Comments 
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Additional CSAB Feedback Received (1/5)

 MT Options

 In general the Fall 2018 groundwater level MTs are too high and 
need to be lower to allow for flexibility.

 Fall 2018 measurement seemed to work better in area towards 
the west with deeper water levels and concerns with domestic 
wells going dry. 

 In some wells water levels were lower in the past than in Fall 2018 
and those conditions were not significant and unreasonable.

 Lower MTs in all areas except the area west of I-5 and possibly 
some of the Capay area are needed. 

 In general, want to make sure that minimum thresholds are set at 
levels that are consistent with the historical record.

345/5/2021
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Additional 
CSAB 
Feedback 
Received (1/5)

Make MT deeper in 
shallow wells Sac River 
and Stony Creek

2018 fall water level 
works as MT in areas with 
deeper water levels 
towards the west

Make MT deeper in 
shallow wells near Sac 
River and Thomes Creek

Feedback 
applied to 
shallow well 
RMP



Additional 
CSAB 
Feedback 
Received (1/5)
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Make MT deeper in 
wells near Sac River 
and Creeks

Recent 
additions to 
monitoring 
network w/o 
much data

2018 fall water level 
works as MT in areas with 
deeper water levels 
towards the west

Feedback 
applied to deep 
well RMP



Additional CSAB Feedback Received (2/5)
 MT options

 Pick the lowest groundwater levels in dry years since 2012 and possibly include an additional buffer (5 feet?).

 For the few wells that don’t have data going back to 2012, suggest choosing the lowest measurement plus a 
buffer for now and refine the SMC as more data is available. 

 Assume wells that went dry during recent drought were abandoned or replaced.

 Assess gw elevation hydrographs from the future baseline model to see if we can expect MTs to fail in the future 
if projects and management actions are not implemented.

 Comment on UR:
 Remembering that [UR] isn’t just that a well crossed the MT; to count toward the 20% of wells that make up a 

UR, that well must have done so for 2 years in a row and both years need to NOT be classed as dry or critically 
dry. 

 Big picture thoughts, related to projects and management actions and implementation
 Some wells may have localized influence that is challenging to deal with (new pumping in the area by the 

eucalyptus grove west of I-5 is an example).

 Make sure we have management actions in place that can be implemented if conditions are unsustainable in 
larger areas.
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Received 4/5



 SMC options
 Divide the subbasin into zones with similar characteristics to develop monitoring and SMC 

approach tailored to each area

 Big picture thoughts, related to projects and management actions and 
implementation
 New irrigated acreage mostly on the west side of the valley that has historically been 

dryland farmed or grazed without the benefit of irrigation is likely responsible for some of 
the declining groundwater levels in the area.  

 We need to continue to press for recharge efforts in this area, conservation alone will not 
get us there. If we could divert a fraction of the water diverted at Hamilton City at Red Bluff 
instead, we would have plenty of water for recharge efforts on the west side.  Federal and 
State water agencies will need to get together on this one, so we need to push for that.  

 GCID growers are idling ground and the District is selling their water down south while other 
districts in our area with weaker contracts are left without water. This should not be the 
case, and we should be pressing to keep these surface waters in our area in times of 
scarcity.  
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Additional CSAB Feedback Received (4/4)

 SMC Option One:

 MT: The lower of 

a) projected lowest future groundwater level at the end of an estimated 10-year drought or 

b) lowest modeled groundwater from projected projects model simulation (2021-2090)

 MO: Projected average future groundwater level from 2040-2090 Model

 Undesirable result: 30 % of RMS wells below MT for two consecutive fall measurements

 SMC Option Two:

 MT: The lowest of linear projection of 2021-2042 ground water levels with an additional 
30ft below for operating range of wells

 MO: Projected average future ground water level from 2021-2042 [Model]

 Undesirable result: 30% of RMS wells below MT for two consecutive fall measurements
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 In order to take into account the variability between the areas in the subbassin, 
dividing the areas into polygons that represent statistically relevant areas of wells 
between the basin would be a viable possibility. This would be similar to what 
Dave Lester put forth earlier however with a more data driven approach. This 
would also most likely allow us to cut down the total number of RMP well into a 
smaller more manageable number. 

 Proposed well MT’s based upon the following rules:

 Within a close proximity of the river an MT of 100 ft minimum standard 

 Outside of the river or stream influence on the central and western portions of the 
subbasin the MT would be applied to each applicable well based upon:

 30% operating range of that specific wells fall 2018 level 
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